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HYPERSURf'ACE VARIATIONS ARE MAXIMAL, II
JAMES A. CARLSON
We show that certain variations of Hodge structure defined by sufficiently ample hypersurfaces are maximal integral manifolds of Griffiths' horizontal distribution.
ABSTRACT.

1. INTRODUCTION

Griffiths' infinitesimal period relation,

~FP
8z j

C F P- I

,

defines a distribution JJ in the holomorphic tangent bundle of the classifying
spaces D for polarized Hodge structures [13]. The variations of Hodge structure
are precisely the closed integral submanifolds of JJ which are stable under the
action of a discrete group reG, where G is the isometry group of D. Among
such manifolds one may distinguish the "maximal" elements: those which are
not contained in any integral manifold of strictly larger dimension. According
to the results of [2], the variations defined by hypersurfaces are maximal with a
small list of exceptions (plane curves of degree > 4, cubic three- and four-folds,
and the quintic three-fold). Here we show that the same holds for hypersurfaces
in any ambient space of dimension greater than 3 which, like projective space,
is rigid and has zero first Betti number:
(1.1) Theorem. Let Y be a smooth projective variety of dimension n > 3 with
HI(y, Q) = 0 and HI(y, 8) = O. Let L be a line bundle on Y, ILia the
variety of smooth divisors of L, and Z an element of ILia' Set

H In (Z)a

'
= kernel {
Gyszn:

H In (Z) ---; H 1n+2}
(y),

where m = n - 1 is the dimension of Z. Then the variation of Hodge structures
over ILia defined by Z f--> Hf/(Z)a is maximal as an integral manzfold of Grif
fiths' distribution, provided that L is SUfficiently ample. If n = 3 the proposition
also holds, provided that H 3 . a ( Y) = 0 .

The hypothesis that Y be rigid is necessary: Consider a complete intersection
Z = XI n ... n Xs ' where Xi is a hypersurface of degree di in ]p>f/ . According
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to [16, Theorem 5.4], the local Torelli theorem holds for the family of all such
Z if the canonical bundle is positive, i.e., if d l + ... + ds > n + 1. Moreover,
the primitive cohomology of Y, taken in the usual sense of "complement of
the hyperplane class", agrees with that defined above for the inclusion of Z in
Y = X 2 n ... n Xs [16, Theorem 3.3; 20]. The number of moduli of those Z
obtained by varying XI on Y, however, is generally less than the number of
moduli of Z itself, hence the remark.
The class of varieties Y to which the hypotheses apply is closed under formation of Cartesian products and includes flag varieties (e.g., projective spaces,
quadrics, grassmannians). Weighted projective spaces, however, do not lie in
this class, since they are V -manifolds. However, in this case one may use the
method of [2] to prove the result directly, along with precise degree conditions
(see Appendix). It seems likely that there are analogous theorems for complete intersections in rigid ambient varieties, both in the smooth and in the
V -manifold case.
To situate this result we note that there is a dimension estimate for variations of Hodge structure derived from an analysis of the integrability conditions
imposed by Jf [1, Theorem 1.1; 5, Theorem 1.6]:
dim(integral submanifold) ~ q(h) ,
where q is a quadratic function of the Hodge numbers

h satisfying

I'

q(h) :s "2 dlmJf.
~

In weight two

q(h) = h 2 ,o[h 1 , 1/2]

+ e(h l , I),

where [x] is the greatest integer in x, e( n) is 0 or 1 according to whether n
is even or odd, and h 2 , is assumed greater than 1. A variation of dimension
q(h) is therefore maximal (see [5, §7] for existence theorems). The converse,
however, is false, as the results of [2] as well as those of the present paper show.
For a specific example one may take surfaces in ]p'3 of degree d. The bound
q(h) is O(d 6 ) , while the dimension of the associated integral manifold is given
by the number of moduli, which is O(d 3 ).
In the next section we outline the proof, which relies on the theory of an
infinitesimal variation of Hodge structures [4, 3], and, especially, on Donagi's
symmetrizer lemma [8]. While the main ideas are as in [2], the more powerful
machinery of Koszul cohomology [12, 14] is needed. In particular, we rely heavily on Green's description [11, § 1] of the Hodge structure of a hypersurface.

°

2.

CENTRALIZERS AND SYMMETRIZERS

An infinitesimal variation of Hodge structures [4,3] is an algebraic object
which encodes the data contained in the differential of a period map p: U --->
r\D: consider a polarized Hodge structure H and let Gr F (H) be the graded
object associated to the Hodge filtration, so that

Grj.

~ HP,q,
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where p + q = n = weight(H). Let End* (H) be the graded ring of endomorphisms of GrF (H) endowed with a Lie algebra structure in a natural way:
[¢, ¢'] = ¢¢' - ¢' ¢. Because of the Riemann bilinear relations, the polarization ( , ) descends to Gr F (H). Consequently the graded Lie subalgebra of
antisymmetric elements is defined:
E*(H) = {¢ E End*(H)I(¢(x) , y)

+ (x,

¢(y)) = O}.

It contains a nilpotent Lie subalgebra
E-(H)

= EBEP(H)
p<O

which can be identified with the holomorphic tangent space to the period domain D at H. The degree -1 component of this algebra, E- I , can then
be identified with the space of tangent vectors satisfying Griffiths' infinitesimal
period relation.
Now let T be a complex vector space and let f5 : T ----> E- I (H) be a linear
map with abelian image:
[f5T, f5T] = O.

Then the object V(H) = [f5: T ----> E-I(H)] is an infinitesimal variation of
Hodge structure. These arise geometrically as differentials of period mappings
and can be calculated from the Kodaira-Spencer class: let T be HI (Y , 8) ,
and let f5((}) be the direct sum of the cup-product maps
f5p((}): Hq(y, (t)

---->

Hq-I(y,

nP + I ).

The integrability condition [f5((}) , f5((}')] = 0 is a consequence of standard
identities for the cup-product, or alternatively, for the equality of mixed partial
derivatives. By definition the dimension of V(H) is the dimension of f5(T).
Sometimes we shall identify T with its image, so that an infinitesimal variation
may be viewed as an abelian sub algebra of E* (H) which is horizontal, i.e.,
concentrated in degree - 1 .
Adopting this viewpoint, we say that an infinitesimal variation is maximal if
T is contained in no larger horizontal subalgebra. Define the centralizer of T
in E- I to be the subspace
Y(T)

= {¢ E E-II[¢, 0] = 0 for all 0

E T}.

Since Y(T) contains all infinitesimal variations which contain T, T is maximal if and only if T = Y(T) .
To establish this last equality, i.e., to show that dim(T) = dimY(T) , we use
Donagi's symmetrizer construction [8], the definitions of which we now recall.
Let B: U x V ----> W be a bilinear pairing. Construct a new space
a(B)

= {¢ E

Hom(U, V)IB(u, ¢(u'))

= B(u',

¢(u)) for all u, u' E U}.
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Construct a new pairing T(B): a(B) x U -+ V by setting T(B)(¢, u) = ¢(u).
Then a and T are the symmetrizer space and symmetrizer map of the pairing B, and the condition B(u, ¢(u')) = B(u' ,¢(u)) is the symmetrizer identity. The symmetrizer space can be defined in purely homological language [9],
namely as the left-most space in the exact sequence
(2.1)

0

-+

dO

a(B)

-+

*
d'
U 0 V -+

/\

2

*
U 0 W,

where dO is the natural inclusion and d l is the differential given by
I

d (¢)

=

[u 1\ u

,

f-+

"

B(u, ¢(u)) - B(u , ¢(u))].

The plan of the proof can now be stated:
(a) Exhibit a diagram T c %(T) ~ a(T), where a(T) is a symmetrizer
space associated to the infinitesimal variation with source T.
(b) Show that the map i is injective.
(c) Show that dim T = dima(T).
We begin with a discussion of (a). For a Hodge structure H let

m = max {p IH P . q =I- O}
be the maximal Hodge index, and let I be the minimum index, where n = m + I
is the weight. For an infinitesimal variation V of H consider the bilinear map
In

In-I

B: Gr}(H) x Gr F

(H)

B(w, Yf)(¢1 ' ... , ¢k)

= (w,

defined by

-+

k

*

S (T )

¢I ... ¢k Yf ) ,

where Sk denotes the kth symmetric power and where k = 2m - 1 - n is
chosen so that the inner product is potentially nonzero.
(2.2) Lemma. For any infinitesimal variation of Hodge structure there is a natural map i of ,7(T) to a(T), where a(T) is the symmetrizer space of
B: Gr;(H) x Gr;-I(H)

-+

Sk(T*).

Proof. Since an element of £-1

defines a homomorphism of Grin (H) to
Grln - I (H) , it suffices to show that an element ( of % (T) satisfies the symmetrizer identity. Using the skew-symmetry of elements of £* (H) with respect
to ( , ), the commutativity properties of elements of T and of % (T) , the
symmetry of ( , ), and the fact that k = 2m - n - 1 , one finds that
(x, ¢I ... ¢k((y))

= (-1) k+1 ((¢k'"
= (- /

t

¢I (x), y)

I + n (y , ¢ I ... ¢ k ( ( x))

= (-1) k+1 (¢I ... ¢k((X), y)
= (y,

¢ I ... ¢ k ( (x)) ,

which shows B(x, ((y))(¢1 ... ¢k) = B(y, ((X))(¢I ... ¢k)' as required.
To treat (b) we call an infinitesimal variation nondegenerate if it satisfies the
foilowing:
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(2.3) Condition. The maps T 0 Grj --+ Grj-I are surjective for all p in the
range [m, nI2), where m is the maximal Hodge index and where n is the
weight,
In the presence of this condition the lemma above yields the following result:
(2.4) Lemma. For nondegenerate infinitesimal variations of Hodge structure
the natural map i of %(T) to a(T) is an injection,

The lemma implies that dim T ::::; h m , n-m h m -

I ,n-m+ I

[1, 4.1 and Erratum].

Proof. Let ( be an element of %(T) which annihilates Gr;(H). We must
show that ( annihilates all of the Grj(H). To this end let r? be an element
of Grj(H) with p E [m, n12) , and let Wj E Gr;(H) , <P j E Sk T be elements
satisfying l:j<l>j(w i ) = r? This is possible by nondegeneracy. Then ((r?) =
l:i (<I>j(w) = <l>i((W) = O.
I

I

To treat (c) let H (Z, 8)0 be the subspace of H (Z, 8)0 generated by
infinitesimal variations coming from ILlo' If the differential of the period
mapping is injective then T can be identified with HI (Z , 8)0' This is the
local Torelli assumption, in the presence of which the condition reduces to
dim HI (Z , 8)0 = dim a(T). Consequently one has the following maximality
criterion:
(2.5) Proposition. A family of varieties containing Z defines a maximal variation of Hodge structures if the following hold for the infinitesimal variation of
Hm(Z)o:

(i) nondegeneracy,
(ii) local Torelli,
(iii) dimHI(Z, 8)0

= dima(T).

As we shall see in §8, sufficiently ample subvarieties define nondegenerate
variations, provided that the ambient variety has first Betti number zero. Moreover, as Green showed using Koszul methods [11, Theorem 0.1], sufficiently
ample hypersurfaces in an ambient variety of dimension three or more satisfy
local Torelli. In the next section we formulate (iii), which seems the most
refractory component of the hypothesis, in terms of Koszul cohomology. The
proof of Theorem ( 1.1) is thereby reduced to proving that certain Koszul groups
vanish.
3.

KOSZUL COHOMOLOGY

We begin by recalling the Lieberman-Peters treatment of Koszul cohomology
methods [14]. Consider a line bundle W, a nonzero subspace V c HO(Z , W),
and observe that the vector bundle E = W* 0 c V admits a map D: E --+ &'z
defined by ¢ 0 a t--4 ¢( a). Extend D as a derivation on N E , one to obtain
the Koszul complex
/\ * E

= [/\ q E

--+ ... --+ /\ 2 E --+

E

--+

&'].
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Given a vector bundle F, set
(3.1 )
or, in more detail,
Kwv(F) = [F

--+

V* 0F(W)

--+

/\2V* 0F(2W)

--+ ...

J.

When the context makes the meaning clear we omit one or more of the subscripts. Now let
be the complex of vector spaces obtained by applying the functor H q to K(F).
Define, as in [14, 2.3], the Koszul cohomology by
H~oz(Hq(Z, F))

= HP(K(Hq(Z,

F))).

When the context is ambiguous, we may augment the subscript, e.g., Hfoz wv .
Consider now the case in which W = 12 m , V = HO(12m) , and F = e,
where m = dimZ. Then KQ",(HI(e)) is

which can be rewritten as
HI (e)

!

HO(12 m)* 0 HI (12m~l) ~ /\2 HO(12rn)* 0 HI (12m 0 12rn~l)

--+ . . . •

Apply Serre duality to the last factor of the last term to obtain
(3.3) HI(e)! HO(Qm)*0HI(12m~l) ~ /\2HO(12m)*0Hrn~I(/\rn~le)*

--+ . . . •

The map dO is the differential of the period map, so that, as was shown in [14,
p. 41], local Torelli is equivalent to the vanishing of the group H~oz Q'" (HI (e)) .
Now consider the bilinear pairing of Lemma (2.2):
B: HO(12In) x HO(12m~l)

--+

Sm~IHI(e)*.

Because the expression
B(w, v)(¢I' ... , ¢1Il~1)

= (w,

¢I" '¢rn~lv)

depends only on the value of ¢I ... ¢m~ I in HIIl~ I (/\rn~ I e) , the symmetrizer
space of B is equal to the symmetrizer space of the pairing

B': HO(12IIl) x

HO(12IIl~I)

--+

Hrn~I(/\m~le)*,

i.e., is the kernel of d l • Thus, if the zeroth Koszul group in (3.2) vanishes, then
condition (iii) in criterion (2.5) is equivalent to vanishing of the first Koszul
group. We therefore have a cohomological criterion for maximality of a geometric variation:
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(3.4) Theorem. Let Z be a smooth projective variety ofdimension m for which
the following hold:
(i) The map HI (8) Q9 H q (QP) ----> H q + 1(QP-I) is surjective.
(ii) The Koszul groups H~OzQm(HI(8)) and H~ozQm(HI(8)) vanish,
Then the versal family in which Z lies defines, by Z I---> H m(Z), a maximal
variation of Hodge structure,
Verification of the hypotheses of the preceding theorem seems difficult in
generaL However, under the hypotheses of Theorem (1.1) this verification can
be carried out. To do so it is necessary to first replace the sequence (3.2) by
one for the primitive cohomology of Z , defined here as the kernel of the Gysin
map, and then to transform it to an equivalent sequence in which all terms are
calculated in terms of zeroth rather than higher cohomology. We sketch here
how this is done, with the details to be given in the body of the paper. To begin,
recall [3, XX] that the Jacobian system of a coherent sheaf gr on Y is defined
by
J Hk CS?T) = image{H k (.9T Q9 8 y (-Z) Q9 &z) ----> Hk (.9T Q9 &z)},
dd

.

with Jacobian quotient

Hk (.9T)] = cokernel {H k (.S?T Q9 8
def

y (-

Z)

Q9

&z \

---->

Hk (,Y- Q9 &z)}.

Denote the primitive cohomology by H* (Z)o' and let HI (8 z )0 denote the
kernel of HI (8 z ) ----> HI (8 y ). From the normal bundle sequence
(3.5)

one obtains the usual identification

HI (8 z )0 ~ HO(Nz )].

(3.6)

From a Koszul complex constructed from the normal bundle sequence one obtains the identification.
(3.7)

provided that Z» 0 and that b l (Y) = O. In addition, we find that

Hm(Q~) ~ HO(Q;0 2 Q9 N~n)J'

(3,8)

so that the cup-product on primitive cohomology can be identified with the
pairing
(3.9)

HO(Q~

Q9

N~)] x HO(Q;

Q9

Ni)]

---->

HO(Q;02

Q9

N;l)] ,

where p + q = m. One has also the pairings
(3.10)
We cannot, however, show that these latter are perfect except in special cases,
e.g., q = 1 with rigid ambient space, i,e" HI (8 y ) = O. By the remark following
Theorem (1.1), this lack of perfection is reaL
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Given the preceding apparatus, and assuming (a) Z
we may write the analogue of the sequence (3.3) as

°

°

»

0 and (b) hI (Y) = 0,

°

rim *
rim
/\2 H o(rlm)*
(3.11) H(Nz)j-+H(:.t.z)o(,;)H(:.t.z(,;)Nz)j-+
:''-zo(';)H o( N zm-I)*j"

Under the additional assumption (c) that Y is rigid, the dual of the preceding
complex can be written as
(3.12)

HO(Q;@2 (';) N;-I)j

+- HO(Q;)o (';) HO(Q; (';) N;-I)j
+-/\ 2 HO(Q;)o (';) HO(N;-I )j.

This is a quotient of the Koszul complex Kwv(F) , where W =
HO(Q;)o' and F = N. The analogue of Theorem (3.4) is therefore

Q;,

V

(3.13) Proposition. A hypersurface variation defines a maximal variation on
the primitive cohomology if
(i) it is nondegenerate, and
(ii) Hi(Kn;ln;lo(Ho(Nz))j) = 0 for i = 0,1.

4. HODGE THEORY FOR HYPERSURFACES
The purpose of this section is to establish the identification
(4.1)

Hq(Qi)~lHIo(Q;(';)Kq(n)),

where Z c Y is a submanifold of arbitrary codimension and Kq (n) is a Koszul
complex derived from the normal bundle sequence. This is a restatement of [9,
1.5], whose proof in fact gives something stronger, namely a quasi-isomorphism
(4.2)

Qi[q] ~ Kq(n),

where K[q], as usual, denotes the complex K shifted q positions to the left.
For sufficiently ample hypersurfaces Z the right-hand group of (4.1) will reduce,
as we see in §7, to HO(Q; (';) NJJj .
We begin with some purely homological preliminaries. Write a complex K =
[A -+ B -+ ... -+ R -+ S] as [p; A -+ B -+ ... -+ R -+ S] or [A -+ B -+
... -+ R -+ S; q] to make the absolute degrees of the terms explicit, where p
and q are the degrees of the left- and right-most terms, respectively. An exact
sequence 0 -+ A -+ Fo -+ FI --+ ... --+ Fn defines a morphism of complexes, A ~
[0; F o --+ FI --+ ... --+ F n ], which induces an isomorphism on hypercohomology,
i.e., is an isomorphism in the derived category. Similar considerations apply
to Fo --+ FI -+ ... --+ Fn --+ B -+ 0 , which yields the quasi-isomorphism [Fo -+
FI --+ ... --+ f~ ; 0] ~ B . Consider next a short complex
K = [A

¢
--+

B; 0]

and form its q th K oszul complex,
Kq (¢) = [/\ qA

--+ ... --+ /\ q-i A

(';) S' B

where S' denotes the ith symmetric power.

--+ ... --+ sq B

; 0],
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(4.3) Lemma. In the category of vector bundles over a fixed manifold, Kq(¢)
is exact if ¢ is either injective or surjective.

Proof. It suffices to verify the lemma for the case in which the base manifold
is a point, i.e., to verify it in the category of vector spaces. To begin, note that
the differential in the Koszul complex is given by
J(e ... e 0 / 1\ ... 1\ / )
II

If!

JI

Jq

= '"
e
~

II

... e

la

... e

Ip

0 ¢(e ) 1\ /
la

1\ ... 1\ / .

JI

Jq

One may choose bases {e l , ••• ,em} for A and U;, ... ,fn} for B so that
1; for i :S rand ¢(e) = 0 for i > r, where r is the rank. Define a
function on indices by e(i) = 1 if i :S r, e(i) = 0 if i > r. Then
¢(e) =

J(e II ... e Ip 0 /J 1\ ... 1\ / J ) = '~
" e(i )e ... e
a II
la
q

I

... e

Ip

0 e·la 1\ / J 1\ ... 1\ / J .
q

I

Define a pseudo-homotopy operator by

For a multi-index I, let e(I) denote the number of indices less than or equal
to r and let e(I, J) = e(I) + e(J). One verifies that
(dH+Hd)(e II .. ·e I,)

0/

JI

1\···I\!)=e(I,J)(e
···eIp 0/1\·
.. 1\/).
J
II
J
J
q

I

q

If ¢ is either injective or surjective, then e(I, J) is positive for all pairs (I, J) ,
so that d H + H d is a nonsingular operator K . But then the complex in question
is exact, for if dx = 0, then dHx = Kx, and so x = dHK-lx.
The preceding lemma allows one to "unroll" the kernel or cokernel of a morphism of maximal rank, i.e., to replace it by a quasi-isomorphic cochain complex:
(4.4)

Corollary. Consider a short exact sequence of vector bundles

o -> A .t B Y!... C -> O.
Then there are quasi-isomorphisms /\ q A ~ Kq ( tjI)[ -q] and sq B ~ Kq (¢) .
(4.5)

Remark. Truncation defines a natural increasing filtration of F 0 Kq( ¢)

by subcomplexes

We write pr = p-r for the corresponding decreasing filtration (the filtration
bete).
The quasi-isomorphism (4.2) follows from the construction of (4.4) applied
to the normal bundle sequence of Z in Y,

o -> 8 z

->

8

y

0 &z ~ N z

->

O.
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Indeed, we have
(4.6)
SO

that

(4.7)
where
(4.8)

Kq(n)

=

[;\qSy Q9&z

-+ ... -+

;\q-i Sy Q9 N~

-+ ... -+

Ni;

0].

Tensor this isomorphism with the canonical bundle of Z to obtain
ni[q] ~

n; Q9;\ qSz[1] ~ n; Q9 Kq(n),

hence the required identification. The remaining apparatus of the infinitesimal
variation of Hodge structure for Z can now be defined via natural pairings on
the level of complexes of sheaves. For the differential of the period mapping 6
one uses
( 4.9)
which becomes
(4.10)

For the cup-product we note that
( 4.11 )

so that the pairing
( 4.12)

becomes
(4.13)

5.

GYSIN MAPS

As remarked above, the presentation ni[q] ~ n;Q9Kq(n) defines a "Koszul"

filtration pO c p-I C ... c P-q of H*(Z,
we relate this filtration to the Gysin map:
(5.1)

n p ).

For the case of hypersurfaces

Proposition. The sequence below is exact:

0-+

l-q HI (n~)

-+

Hi (ni) G~n H i + 1 (n~+I).

With the obvious changes of the index shift, the same result holds for arbitrary codimension.
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Proof. We use the derived category to

(a) represent the Gysin homomorphism by a map
ni[q].i n~+l[q

+ 1],

(b) construct a map
n; ® Kq(n) ~ n~+l [q + 1]
whose kernel is p l-q ,
(c) prove that the natural diagram relating a and
ni[q]

-->

!

/

n; ® Kq(n)

P is commutative,

nj+l [q + 1]

where the vertical arrow is an isomorphism.
For part (a) note that the Gysin map is given by the coboundary in the
Poincare residue sequence,

o --> n~ --> n~(logZ) --> n;

-->

0,

which can be rewritten as
n;[ -1] ~ [n~
or more simply as

-->

n~(logZ); 0]

n;

-->

-->

n~[1],

n~[2].

The basic construction (*), formation of the mapping cone of the inclusion of
the de Rham in the log complex, is compatible with the Hodge filtration, here
given by the "filtration bete", so that on the graded quotients we find
A second possible incarnation of the Gysin maps comes from the presentation
of nj as n; ® Kq(n)[-q] , namely, from projection to the quotient complex:
Y2:

n; 181 Kq(n)[-q] n; ®A q8 y
-->

~ [n~ ®

Aq8 y --> n~(z) ® Aq8 y ; 0] --> n~ ® Aq8 y [I]

~ nj+l[I].

To prove that Y1 and Y2 are related as asserted (part (c)), it suffices to show
that the diagram below is commutative:
ni

[nj+l

+-

!~

n; 181 Kq(n)[-q]

-->

nj+l(logZ); 0]

-->

nj+l[I]

l~

+-

[n~ ®

Aq 8 y --> n~(logZ) ® Aq 8 y ; 0]

To this end consider an element
1] =

AdzJ[l] + Bdz J

dz

II --:;-"-n

+ Cdz K

!~

-->

n~ ®

Aq 8 y [1]
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of the upper middle term, where a[k] denotes an element (germ, local section,
etc.) shifted k units to the left, i.e., taken in degree k. Following '1 to the
left and then down, we find
'1
where w = d Z 1 /\

... /\

Bdz J

J-+

d Z rn and J

J-+

BW0 (:Z) J

O

'

is the index "opposite" to J:

O

JUf={I, ... ,m},

with J

O

ordered in the natural way. Following '1 down and to the left, we find

(aa)
Z
+ CW/\dZ 0 (aa )
Bw 0 (:Z)

'1J-+Aw/\dz n 0
n

Z

JO

J-+

10

[J]+Bw/\ dZ n 0
Zn

(aa)
Z

JO

KO

'

where / U /0 = {I , ... , n}. This establishes commutativity of one panel of the
diagram. The argument for the other panel is similar.
6.

THE VERY AMPLE CASE

In the very ample case the Koszul filtration

p has a simple description:

(6.1) Proposition. Let Z be a sufficiently ample hypersurJace.
Then
H q(Z , ~·t) is concentrated in levels 0 and -q oj the Koszul filtration, with

pOHq(QP)

= kernel{Gysin:

Proof. Since Q~[q]::=

Hq(Z, QP)

--->

Hq+l(y, QP+l)}

Q; 0 Kq(n) ,

= Hq(Z,

def

nP)o'

Hq(Qi) = JH[°(Qi[q]) = JH[0(Q; 0 Kq(n)).
The proof results from an analysis of the spectral sequence of hypercohomology
associated to the Koszul filtration. The El term is
E- r. s _ HS(Qrn 01\ r e 0 N q- r )
1

-

Z

Y

Z

'

which we can analyze using the Poincare residue sequence:
HS(Q~((q _ r + I)Z) 0l\ r e y )

--->

E~r.s

--->

HHI (Q~((q - r)Z) 0

Ne y )'

By the Kodaira vanishing theorem, the middle term vanishes unless s = 0 or
r = q , so that the only contributions to the term of total degree 0 are from E~'
and E~q· q . Moreover, since all differentials emanating from E r- q · q are zero,

°

Gri/ Hq(Qi) = E:,q,q = E~q·q = Hq(Q; 01\ qe y0&z).
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To identify the right-hand side, apply the Poincare residue sequence once again
to get
Hq(O;(Z) 0/\q8 y

)

-7

Hq(O; 0/\q8 y 0&z)

-7

H q+ 1(0; 0/\ q8 y )

-7

H q+ 1(O;(Z) 0/\ q8 y

)'

The end terms vanish and the penultimate term is isomorphic to H q + 1(OJ+ I) .
Therefore the quotient of filtration level -q is identified with the image of
H q (Z , OP) under the Gysin map, and this concludes the proof.
Further study of the level zero term yields the formula (3.8):
(6.2)

Proposition. There is a canonical identification
Hq(OiJo

~ HO(O;

0 NiJJ'

Proof. From the definitions we find

°

Am 0 8 0 NTq-I )
E20,0 = cokernel{H (:'':'z
y
z

°

-7

°

m
Am 0 N q)} = H O(A
H (HZ
:'':'z 0 N zq) J'
z

Therefore we must show that E~' = Er;;, 0. The only differential with target
in an iterated subquotient of E~'o is dq : E;q,q-I - 7 E~'o. Now, on the one
hand, E;q, q-I has an iterated subquotient which occurs as part of the p-graded
object associated to JH[-I(OPZ[q]) ~ HP,q-I(Z). On the other hand, E-q,q-I
"

q

can be identified with H P+ I, q (Y) :
E;q,q-I

= E;q,q-l = Hq-I(O; 0/\q8 y ) ~

Hq(O~ 0/\q8 y ) ~ H P+ 1 ,q(y),

where the penultimate isomorphism comes from the Poincare residue sequence.
Because Z is very ample the Gysin map gives an isomorphism of HP,q-I(Z)
q ,q-I = E- q ,q-l and so d must vanish.
with HP+1,q(y) . Therefore Eq
00'
q
Consequently E~'
(6.3)

° = Er;;, °, and so the proof is complete.

Remark, Write H I (8 z )0 for the pO subspace of H 1(8 z )0' Then
H 1(8 z )0

= P°H I (8 z ) ~= H °(Nz)J'

Note that HO (Nz) J is the space of infinitesimal deformations arising from
ILl o .
7. DUALITY

The aim of this section is to establish the following duality theorem.
(7.1) Theorem. Let Z be a sufficiently ample smooth hypersurJace oj a variety Y, where HI (Y ,Q) = 0, Let m = dim Z, Then the vector space
Am 02 0 N ZII1 )
'
I an d the pairings
' ,
H O( :'':'2
J 'IS one d'ImenSLOna
H O(AII1
:'':'z 0 NiZ ) J

X

II1
II1 i
H O(A
::'':'z 0 N Z - )J

-7

A II1 02 Nm)
H O( ::'':'z
0 Z J
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= 0, ... , m. If in addition HI (E>y) = O. then the pairing

are perfect for i

HO(N~)j x HO(o.~02

@

N';-i)j ---> HO(o.~02

@

N';)j

is perfect for i = 1 .
A. Proof that HO(o.;0 2 @ N';)j is one dimensional. We begin with the obser-

vation that

o.;[m] ~ o.~02 @Km(n)
=

Thus,

o.~02

[AmE>y @&y -, A m-IE>y

@

@

NL ---> ... ---> N';; 0] .

c ~ Hm(o.~) = lHIo(o.~[m]) = lHIO(o.~02 @ Km(n)).

The spectral sequence for hypercohomology gives

EO,o = HO( o. m0 2 @ Nm)
I

Z

Z

E-I,o _ HO(o. m02
I

-

@E>

Z

Y

'

@

N m- I )
Z

'

so that

EO,O = HO(N';)j'

°

It therefore remains to show that E~' = Er;;,
end, note that the differentials with target E~'
is an iterated subquotient of

E;r,r-I = H r- I (o.~02

@

°, and that E: = Er;;, To this
° emanate from E;r, r-I , which
0.

ArE>y @N,;-r) .

Apply the adjunction formula to obtain 0.;02 ~ o.~02(2)
Poincare residue sequence to get

@

&z and then the

o ---> o.~02 ( 1) ---> o.~02 (2) ---> o.~02 ---> 0,
where &y(l) =def &y(Z). Apply the Kodaira vanishing theorem to the associated long exact cohomology sequence to conclude that E~r, r-I = 0 for r > 1
and hence that E~'o = Er;;,°. Arguing in the same way, one finds that E~r,r = 0
for r > 0, so that E:

= Er;;, °.

B. Proof that the first pairing is perfect. This is immediate from the fact that (a)
the pairing is the topological cup-product on primitive cohomology and (b) the
primitive cohomology is a sub-Hodge structure.
C. Proof that the second pairing is perfect. Tensor the mth Koszul complex of
n: E>y @&z ---> N z with 0.;02 @ N~;t to obtain an exact sequence

0--->

om

HZ @

-I
om02
N Z ---> :'''Z

AQ
@ "Oy @

-I
NZ ---> ...

om02

---> ::'''Z

@

m-I
0
NZ
--->.
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The spectral sequence of the resulting complex has among its terms

= HO(n;02 is) N;-I),
E;m-I,m = Hm(n;0 2 is) N;') ~ HO(Nz }*.
E~'o

Since the abutment is zero, the differential on the corresponding terms at level

-m - 1,

-m-I,m
0,0
d m+l : Em+l
--+ Em+1 '
must be an isomorphism. But the terms at level 2 are easily computed to be
EO,o _ HO( n m0 2 ,o, N m- I )
2

-

HZ

'<Y

Z

J

an

d

E-m-I,m
2

~
-

HO(N )*

Z J'

so the required duality will follow if these coincide with the corresponding Em+1
terms. Now the potential targets of differentials with source in E;m-I, m for
1 < r < m + 1 are subquotients of
E r- m- I ,m-r+l _ H m- r+1 (n m02 is) /\m+l-r8 is) N r - 2)
I

-

Y

Z

Z

.

Applying the adjunction formula, the Poincare residue sequence, and the Kodaira theorem as above, one concludes that these groups are zero if 1 < r <
m + 1. Therefore E:;m-l, m = E~:I-l, m. Similarly, the potential sources of
differentials with targets in E~'

° for

1 < r < mare subquotients of

E-r-I,r _ H r ( n m02,o,
I

-

Z

'<Y

/\r+18

Y

is)

N m- r- 2)
Z

.

Applying the standard argument, one finds this group to be zero for 1 < r <
m - 1 . For r = m - 1 , however, one finds that
E~·m-l ~ Hl(8 y )*.

If this group is zero, then the required conditions hold, and so the duality is
established.
8.

NONDEGENERACY

We can now show that sufficiently ample hypersurface variations are nondegenerate.
(8.1)

Proposition. Let L be a positive line bundle on a smooth projective variety

Y with vanishing first Betti number. Then there is a ko such that for all k ~
ko and all Z E ILk 10' the infinitesimal variation defined by Z 1-+ H m (Z)o is
nondegenerate.
Proof. The infinitesimal variation of Hodge structure in question is given by
the pairings
H 1(8 z )0 x HQ(niJo --+ Hq+l(n p- \ ,

which, by the discussion of the preceding sections, can be identified with

°

°

nm
H (Nz)J x H (:'(.z

is)

q
NZ)J

--+

H

°

nm

(HZ is)

N zq+ I )J'
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Thus, it suffices to show that the map
HO(Nz ) ® HO(n; ® Ni) ~ HO(n; ® Ni+ l )

is surjective. From the sequence 0 ~ &y ~ Lk ~ N z ~ 0 we obtain

°

H (L k )~H 0 (Nz)~H I (&y) ,

so that by the topological hypothesis, HO (L k) ~ HO (Nz) is surjective. From
the Poincare residue sequence,
o~n~®Lqk ~n~®L(q+l)k ~n;®Ni ~o,

and the Kodaira vanishing theorem we conclude that
HO(n~ ® L(q+l)k) ~ HO(n; ® Ni)

is surjective for k » o. Thus, it suffices to show that the map below is surjective:
HO(L k) ® HO(n~ ® L(q+l)k) ~ HO(n~ ® L(q+2)k).
But this follows from the result below [11, Lemma 1.28].
(8.2) Lemma. Let Y be a smooth projective variety of dimension n, and let
E I , E2 be holomorphic vector bundles thereon. For a sufficiently ample line
bundle L on Y the multiplication map
HO(E I ® La) ® HO(E 2 ® L b ) ~ HO(E I ® E2 ® L a+b )
is surjective for a

~

1 and b

~

1.

One can also give a proof along the lines of [15, 2.6]: Denote Ei ® Li by
EiU), and let f: Y ~ lP'N be the map defined by the linear system ILl. Take
L ample enough so that dimf(Y) = dim Y, and let E; = f*E i • Then
(*)

E;

HO(y, EiU)) = HO(lP'n, E;U)).

Since
is coherent, it is, by the results of [17], the quotient of a sheaf
the form I:k &'(rk). But the map
HO(lP'n, E;'U)) ® HO(lP'n, E;'(k)) ~ HO(lP'n, E;' ® E~U

E;'

of

+ k))

is given by multiplication of homogeneous polynomials and so is surjective.
This, however, gives surjectivity with E' in place of E" , which, in view of the
isomorphism (*), gives the result in question.
9.

COMPLETION OF THE PROOF

We shall now complete the proof of the main theorem using Theorem (3.4).
Part (i), nondegeneracy, was established in the preceding section. For parts (ii)
and (iii) we observe that the duality Theorem (7.1) applies so that it remains
only to show that the Koszul cohomology groups of (3.12) in degrees 0 and I
vanish. The vanishing in degree one is Green's result [11, Theorem 0.1].
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To begin the computation, we note that Z » 0 implies that HO(Q;)o is
basepoint free, so that the underlying complex of sheaves
nm02 @N m-I +-H(:'''z)o@:..I.z@N
nm
nm
m-I +-I\H(:'''z)o@N
A2
nm
m-I +- ...
(9 .1 ) :'''z
z
z
z
has zero cohomology [14, Remark 2.7]. If Z » 0 , then the cohomology groups
of the bundles in the preceding complex vanish in positive degree, so that HO
is an exact functor. Consequently the complex below also has zero cohomology,
i.e., all of its Koszul groups vanish:

°

HO(Q;02

(9.2)

@

°

N;-I)
+-

+-

HO(Q;)o

1\ 2HO(Q;)o

@
@

HO(Q;

N;-I)

@

HO(N;-l)

<-- . . . •

The problem is to establish vanishing for the first two cohomology groups of
the quotient complex
(9.3)

HO(Q;02

@

N;-I)]

<--

HO(Q;)o

@

HO(Q;

@

N;-I)]

+-1\2 H O(Q;)0@Ho(N;-I)]

+- . . . .

For the zeroth cohomology this is immediate, so that part (ii) is satisfied, as
remarked above.
For the vanishing of H~oz for the quotient sequence, suppose given an element :x in the middle term of (9.2) which goes to zero. If the map
HO(Q;)o

(9.4)

@

J HO(Q;

@

N;-l)

-->

J HO(Q;02

@

N;-l)

is surjective, then there is an x' in the coset :x which goes to zero in (9.2), so
that the vanishing of H~oz(Kn",(Nz)]) follows from that of H~oz(Kn",(Nz))'
To prove the surjectivity of (9.4), consider the diagram below:
o(Qm@8 @N m- 2)
m- 1 )
H O(Qm)@H
@Ho(Qm@N
"
HO(Qm)
z
z
y
Z
-----t
ZO
7.
Z
H O(Q zm02@8 y @Nzm- 2)

f3

-----t

HO(Qm®2@Nm-l)
z
z

The assertion to be proved is equivalent to the relation im(fi) = im(6a). To
establish this latter fact it suffices to show that (' is surjective. We do this by
lifting to Y:
HO(Q~( 1))

But
m

@

HO(Q~(m - 1)

@

8 y)

-----t

HO(Q;)o

@

HO(Q;

@

8 y @ N~n-2)

y, as well as the horizontal maps, are surjective for Z » 0, provided that

> 2 , or, if

°

m = 2 , that H 3 , = 0, and so we are done.

10.

ApPENDIX: WEIGHTED PROJECTIVE SPACES

We apply the argument of [2] to derive divisibility and degree conditions
which imply maximality for hypersurfaces in a weighted projective space [8].
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The set L of possible pairs (degree, weight) = (d ,Q) so obtained is smaller
than the set .2? g- of pairs for which local Torelli holds [19, Theorem 10.1],
but it is nonetheless infinite: L contains infinitely many Q 's and for each of
these infinitely many d's.
We begin by recalling the standard notation. Let Q = (qo' ... ,qn+l) be a
vector of nonnegative integers, let S = qxo' ... ,Xn+ I ] be the graded ring
with generators Xi of degree qi' and let IP'(Q) = Proj(S) be the associated
weighted projective space. Set
Fix a homogeneous element F E S of degree d, let J be the ideal generated
by the partials of F, and let R = SI J. If F is quasi-smooth, i.e., if the subset
of C n +2 defined by the vanishing of the partial derivatives consists of the origin
alone, then R is a graded Artin ring with R j = 0 for j > a = (n + 2)d - 2s,
and with RG ~ C. Let X be the hypersurface in IP' defined by F. By [8,
3.1.6], X is a V -manifold, and by [18] its cohomology carries a pure Hodge
structure with
where p + q = n , with n = dim X. Moreover, the space of infinitesimal deformations is identified with Rd , just as for ordinary projective hypersurfaces.
Verification of the conditions of Proposition (2.5) for hypersurfaces with
Hn,o -=J 0 therefore reduce to the following:
(i) Nondegeneracy: surjectivity of the map Rd ® R(q+l)d-s --+
(ii) Local Torelli: Macaulay's theorem: injectivity of the map

R(q+2)d-s .

Rd --+ Hom(R d - s , R 2d - s ).

(iii) Correct symmetrizer dimension: validity of the symmetrizer lemma [10]
. 1"lcatlOn map R d - s x R 2d - s --+ R 3d - 2s •
f or t h e mu 1tIp
Now let G be the Delorme number, defined by

G= -s + n: 1 L

2SlISn+2

(v ~ 2) L

IJI=l'

l.c.m.(qj, ' ... , qj)-

Then [6, Proposition 2.2, p. 207] asserts that
1of

I > G t hen

Skin ®

S'

--+

S/lln+1 IS
0

sUrjectIve.
0

0

The relevant Macaulay Theorem and Symmetrizer Lemma also contain divisibility and degree conditions, the latter involving G, and are given in [19,
Theorem 2.8, p. 40; 10, Theorem 1.6, p. 403].
Application of the above results require that both d and s be divisible by
m. The set of Q for which these conditions hold is infinite: Let Q' E 'If
be fixed, let Q( b)" E 'I} be the vector all of whose components are 1, and
let Q( b) = Q' Q( b)" be the concatenation. Let bo be the least nonnegative
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integer such that m divides 5( Q') + b. Then all Q(b) with b in the arithmetic
progression bo + km give weights of the required type.
The degree conditions corresponding to (i)-(iii) are

(i) d - 5 > G or d > G,
(ii) nd - 5 ~ max( G + 1 , 0) or d - 5 ~ G + 1 ,
(iii) (n-2)d>max(G,-1)-1 or (n-2)d>G-5-1.
In addition, we require d ~ 5 so that H n , 0 -=I- O. Thus, given Q satisfying the
divisibility conditions, there is a computable integer d o(Q) such that d ~ do
implies that the variation defined by the pair (d, Q) is maximal. We remark
[19,2.6] that G ~ -5 + m(n + 1).
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